! 4! the!shape.!!Topological!dimension!is!not!an!approximation!or!data!reduction.!!The! topological!dimension!is!a!characteristic!of!a!topological!space!and!it!has!the!same!value!in! all!homeomorphic!mappings!!(1!to!1!and!continuous!in!both!directions).!Informally,!it!is!the! same!in!all!stretching,!contracting!and!twisting!of!that!space.!!The!topological!dimension!is! also!the!same!no!matter!what!metric!is!used!on!the!space.!!It!is!a!topological!invariant.!! Topological!dimension!of!a!set!of!points!can!be!formally!defined!in!three!ways!! (Pears,!1975) .!!It!can!be!defined!as!the!Lebesgue!covering!dimension,!the!small!inductive! dimension!or!the!large!inductive!dimension.!!For!"well!behaved"!spaces,!(topologically! normal)!the!three!definitions!are!the!same.!!All!spaces!describing!the!real!world!are! topologically!normal,!so!for!this!paper!we!need!not!distinguish!the!different!kinds.!!Here!we! utilize!the!large!inductive!dimension,!the!only!one!that!can!be!measured!for!neural!activity! data.!!The!other!definitions!require!additional!topological!knowledge!of!the!space.! The!firing!of!a!population!of!N!neurons!can!be!represented!in!a!Euclidean!NUspace,! assigning!a!rate!axis!for!each!neuron.!!The!elements!of!a!vector!describing!a!point!within! such!a!neural!activity!space!are!the!rates!of!firing!of!the!neurons!during!a!particular!time! interval,!commonly!referred!to!as!the!"firing!rate!vector"!of!the!population.!!!!
Why&study&topological&dimension&of&neural&activity&space?&
To!our!knowledge!no!one!has!ever!studied!topological!dimension!of!such!a!neural! activity!space.!!The!algebraic!topological!characteristics!of!persistent!homology!and! cohomology!have!been!used!to!study!data.!!(e.g.! Dabaghian,!et!al.,!2012; *Spreemann,*et!al.,! 2015; !Curto,!2017) .!None!of!these!studies!directly!measure!topological!dimension,!although! it!can!be!inferred!in!some!cases.!!Homology!and!cohomology!study!geometry!or!shape,!and! their!uses!on!data!are!often!focused!on!the!geometric!shape!of!the!data.!!Topological! ! 5! dimension!is!defined!prior!to!geometry.!!We!do!not!doubt!that!neural!activity!space!is!to! some!extent!geometric,!but!there!are!topological!characteristics!of!neural!activity!space! more!fundamental!than!its!geometry,!which!are!defined!using!topological!dimension!(e.g.! topological!embedding!and!transversality).!! While!the!firing!of!many!neurons!is!correlated!with!sensory!input!or!behavior,!the! 
